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‘Above and Beyond’ Services Can Set Apart a Full-Service Real Estate Agent
The general public thinks that all include tiling carpeted bathrooms;
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sold, and she was delighted.
Personally, I have found all sorts
Lot of agents “farm” a neighborof things I can do to serve my cli- hood, as I do, and a typical farming
ents. One of those is to have a in- activity is to sponsor a garage
house handyman as well as a list sale. My garage sales have some
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Last Saturday I took a couple to vada, with a mounsee models at a new home com- tain view from the
deck outside the
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home in that community to see if bedrooms are upstairs, and a 5th
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75% finished baseI don’t believe agents should
also be mortgage brokers, but it is ment. In addition to the 2-car garage, there is extra off-street parking
important to understand the variety both inside and outside a 9’6” wide gate. Since there are no covenants,
of loan programs and have a sta- you can park your RV either inside or outside of that gate. Outside the
12’x21’ family room with its gas fireplace is an equally large covered
ble of loan officers with different
areas of expertise from first-time patio. Inside, there is hardwood flooring in every room except the kitchen, including under wall-to-wall carpeting. Open this Sunday, 1-4 p.m.
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down payment to conventional or
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